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nent thereof having high electro-magnetic shield perfor
mance, high vibration absorption performance as Well as high
heat conductivity being Wound spirally on an outer circum
ference of the electric cable may provide a high performance
shield layer. Furthermore in an AV cable, original sounds may
be recovered With extremely high faithfulness by forming a

shield layer With Winding spirally the metal sheet tape, Which
includes magnesium as a major component and is Wound in
the counter clockwise direction in the direction vieWed from
an IN end to an OUT end of an AV cable.
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ELECTRIC CABLE SHIELD STRUCTURE

[0007] Also the inventors have found the fact to complete
the invention that original sounds may be play-backed With

TECHNICAL FIELD

extremely high faithfulness by forming a shield layer With
Winding spirally the metal sheet tape including magnesium as
the major component in the counter clock Wise (CCW) direc

[0001] The present invention relates to a shield structure for
an electric cable and more particularly, the present invention
relates to a shield structure including magnesium as the major
component thereof used for an electric cable.

tion When vieWed from an IN end to an OUT end of an AV

cable.

Advantageous Effect of Invention
BACKGROUND ART

[0002]

Generally, various electric cables for signal commu

nication and poWer supply etc. to an electronic apparatus are
used in the condition Where the electric cables are exposed to
steady noises such as electro-magnetic Wave and/or vibra
tions. When the electric cable receives such external noises,
the signals under communication may be disturbed and erro
neous actions may take place in a precise electronic apparatus
such as a computer in the Worst case.

[0003] In order to suppress the in?uence of the external
noises as describe above, it has been so far proposed to shield

the electric cable. In this regard, Japanese Patent (Laid-Open)
No. 2004-63418 (Patent Literature 1) discloses a parallel dual
line shielded cable to Which a shield layer is formed by
Winding spirally thereon a metal sheet tape such as anAl-PET
tape or a copper-deposited PET tape. Such metal sheets could

provide certain shield effects for the electro-magnetic Wave;
hoWever, it has been insuf?cient With respect to a vibration

absorption effect. An improved shield performance has still
been expected as a performance of electronic apparatuses, a

speed of the signal communication, and a high density imple
mentation of Wirings in the apparatus and the like are

improved.
[0004]

In addition, for the electric cable such as an AV

[0008]

As described above, according to the present inven

tion, the electric cable structure Which is able to cut-off the
effect of the external noises as loW as the limit thereof may be

provided.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 shoWs a magnesium shield cable of the

present embodiment.
[0010] FIG. 2 shoWs an enlarged perspective vieW around
an IN end of a magnesium shield cable of the present embodi
ment.

[0011]

FIG. 3 shoWs an inside cross section of a magnesium

shield cable of the present embodiment.
[0012] FIG. 4 shoWs a scheme for explaining the Work and
the effect of a magnesium shield cable of the present embodi
ment.

[0013]

FIG. 5 shoWs results of evaluation experiments of a

shield effect using an absorption clamp method.
[0014] FIG. 6 shoWs time-sequentially a production pro
cess of a magnesium shield cable of the present embodiment.
[0015] FIG. 7 shoWs a method for electrically connecting a

cold terminal of an pin plug With a magnesium alloy sheet
tape in a magnesium shield cable of the present embodiment.

(Audio Visual) cable, Which is required to transmit delicate

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

analog signals as faithfully as possible, in?uence of the exter

nal noises is clearly re?ected to qualities of outputs (sound
quality and/or image quality), and then the external noises

[0016] Hereinafter, the shield structure for the electric
cable of the present invention including magnesium as the

must be reduced to the limit as loW as possible. Moreover,

major component (hereinafter simply referred to magnesium
shield structure) Will be explained using embodiments

When the shield layer of the audio cable is constructed by
using a copper sheet or an aluminum sheet, the technical

problem that incongruity on timbre of the output sounds (i.e.,
so called overlap of metallic sounds) has been caused because

depicted in draWings; hoWever, the present invention must not
limited to the embodiments depicted in the draWings.
[0017] FIG. 1 shoWs the magnesium shield cable 10 (here

resonance components being unique to the above metal mate
rials are migrated to the sound signals.

after simply referred to the shield cable 10) as one embodi
ment of the present invention. The shield cable 10 depicted in
FIG. 1 is exempli?ed as an RCA cable Which comprises the

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

pin plug 12 (OUT end) and the pin plug 13 (IN end) at the both
ends, respectively. FIG. 1(a) depicts the side vieW of the

Technical Problem

[0005]

The present invention has been completed by con

sidering the above problem of the conventional art and an
object of the present invention is to provide a novel shield
structure for an electric cable Which is able to cut-off the
in?uence of the external noises as loW as the limit thereof.

Solution to Problem

[0006]

The inventors have obtained an idea from the mate

shield cable 10 and FIG. 1 (b) depicts the cross section ofthe
shield cable shoWn in FIG. 1(a) along With the A-A line.
[0018] As shoWn in FIG. 1 (b), the shield cable 10 is formed
as a dual line cable Which includes covered tWo signal lines,

i.e., electric cables; the signal line 14 is connected to the hot
terminal (+) and the line 16 is connected to the cold terminal
(—). The signal line 14 and the signal line 16 are covered by a
Wire blaid 18 Which is a knoWn shield structure.

[0019]

In the shield cable 10 of the present invention, the

outer circumference of the copper Wire blaid 18 is further

rial property of magnesium having high electro-magnetic
shield performance, high vibration absorption performance

covered by the magnesium shield layer 20 and the outermost
circumference is covered by the sheath 22 made from synthe

as Well as high heat conductivity and the inventors have
reached the construction to complete the present invention in

siZed polymer.

Which a shield layer is formed on an outer circumference of an

expose the magnesium shield layer 20 placed inside of the
cable for simplify the explanation. As shoWn in FIG. 1 (a), the
magnesium shield layer 20 of the present embodiment are

electric cable by Winding spirally a metal sheet tape, Which
includes magnesium as a major component.

[0020]

In FIG. 1 (a), a part of the sheath 22 are cut aWay to
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formed by Winding spirally the tape-shaped metal sheet along

nected to the pin 12a and the body 12b by the solder material

With the longitudinal direction of the shield cable 10. The
tape-shaped metal sheet of the present embodiment includes

as described above as to the IN end construction; hoWever,
there are difference from the IN end in the pin plug 12 at the
OUT end as indicated by the arroW in the ?gure; the magne
sium shield layer 20 and the body 12b are connected electri

magnesium as the major component thereof. Practically-used
metal magnesium has more excellent properties on the elec
tro-magnetic Wave shield and the vibration absorption than

cally each other by soldering, pressing or other appropriate

those of copper (Cu) and aluminum (Al) Which have been

methods.

used as shield materials for the conventional shield layer. In

[0027] Heretofore, the electric connection condition of the
magnesium shield layer 20 in the present embodiment has

addition, the loW density of magnesium also provides an
additional advantage of reducing an Weight of a product.
[0021] In the present embodiment, a magnesium alloy
sheet may be used as a tape-shaped strip and it is most pre
ferred to use a pure-magnesium sheet as the shield layer.

When the magnesium alloy sheet is used, higher contents of
the magnesium in the alloy is preferred; the content percent
age of magnesium not less than 95% may be preferred; the
content percentage of magnesium not less than 96% may be
more preferred; the content percentage of magnesium not less
than 97% may be most preferred.

been described and noW the Work and the advantage of the
magnesium shield structure of the present invention Will be
explained based on the shield cable 10 as Well.

[0028] FIG. 4 shoWs a scheme for explaining the Work and
the technical advantage of the magnesium shield cable 10 of
the present embodiment. Here, the explanation Will be
described in the assumption that the pin plug 13 of the shield
cable 10 is connected to a CD player apparatus X (not shoWn)
and the pinplug 12 is connected to an ampli?erY (not shoWn).
When a given sound source CD is play-backed in the CD

[0022] Next, the method for forming the magnesium shield

player apparatus, the sound signal outputted from the CD

structure of the present invention Will be explained based on
the structure of the shield cable 10. FIG. 2 shoWs the enlarged
vieW around the IN end of the shield cable 10 of the present
embodiment. In FIG. 2, the embodiment of the shield cable 10
in Which the sheath 22 is removed for simplifying the expla

player apparatus may carried to the direction of the arroW (the

nation is depicted. As shoWn in FIG. 2, the magnesium shield
layer 20 of the magnesium shield structure is formed by
Winding spirally the tape-shaped metal sheet 20a on the outer
circumference of the copper blaid 18 at the radially outer

position of the signal lines 14, 16. In the preferred embodi
ment, it is preferred that the Winding of the metal sheet tape is

right to the left in the plane of the draWing) through the signal
line inside the shield cable 10.

[0029]

On the other hand, the shield cable 10 is exposed to

the external noises, i.e. the electro-magnetic Wave and/ or the
vibration from the outside of the shielded cable 10 during the

propagation. The external noise (N) may reach to the magne

sium shield layer 20 With passing through the sheath 22. Here,
the magnesium shield layer 20 of the present invention is
crafted by the metal sheet including magnesium as the major
component and magnesium has extremely high electro -mag

conducted using one continuous metal sheet tape 20a extend
ing from the start point at the IN end to the end point at the
OUT end.
[0023] In addition, When the metal sheet tape 20a is Wound
on the outer circumference of the sheath 18, it is preferred to
Wind the tape spirally such that about one half of a tape Width

netic Wave shield performance and furthermore the vibration

of the metal sheet tape 20a is mutually and evenly overlapped

magnesium shield layer 20.

so as not remain of spacing betWeen lateral edges of the tape.

[0030] In the shield cable 10 according to the present
embodiment, When the magnesium shield layer 20 is crafted
using one continuous metal sheet tape 2011 While insulating
the IN end thereof from the pin plug 13 and connecting
electrically the OUT end thereof to the body 12b of the pin
plug 12, i.e. the cold terminal (—) as described above, the
direction of propagating the noises is aligned from the IN end

By Winding spirally the metal sheet tape 2011 under such
Winding process, the formation of the spacing together With
the break-off of the metal sheet due to the stress of tape 20a
may be prevented even When the shielded cable 10 is bent
under a particular usage.

[0024]

Heretofore, the formation method of the magnesium

shield layer 20 has been described based on the shield cable
10 of the present embodiment. NoW, the electric connection

condition of the magnesium shield layer 20 in the shield cable
10 of the present embodiment Will be explained With refer
encing FIG. 3.
[0025] FIG. 3 depict the inside cross section of the pinplugs
of the shield cable 10; FIG. 3 (a) shoWs the inside cross
section of the pin plug 13 disposed at the IN end and FIG. 3 (b)
shoWs the inside cross section of the pin plug 12 disposed at
the OUT end. As depicted in FIG. 3 (a), in the pin plug 13 at
the IN end the signal line 16 is electrically connected to the
pin 1311 by a solder material etc. and the signal line 14 is
connected electrically to the body 13b also by the solder
material etc. Here, the sheath 20 is inserted betWeen the
magnesium shield layer 20 and the body 13b such that the
magnesium shield layer 20 and the body 13b are insulated

electrically.
[0026] In turn, as shoWn in FIG. 3 (b), in the pin plug 12 at
the OUT end, the signal lines 16, 14 are respectively con

absorption ratio thereof is the highest one among the practi
cally used metals such that the electro-magnetic Wave
invaded to the shield cable 10 from the outside is shielded

properly by the magnesium shield layer 20 and the vibration
carried from the outside is also absorbed properly by the

to the OUT end. Then, the noises picked-up from the outside
by the magnesium shield layer 20 may be directed to the
ground (earth) of the ampli?er connected at the OUT end

through the body 12b of the pin plug 12, i.e. the cold terminal
(—) Without any feedback the picked-up noise from the out
side to the CD player apparatus placed at the IN end. As

explained above, the magnesium shield structure of the
present invention adopts magnesium as the element material
Which has excellent properties both of the electro-magnetic
Wave shield and the vibration absorption so that the present
invention may reduce the interference of the external noises to

the propagating signals almost in the maximum level.
[0031] While the present magnesium shield structure has

been described by using practical embodiments depicted in
FIGS. 1 -4, the magnesium shield structure must not limited to
the described embodiments. In summary, the shield cable

structure Which comprises the metal sheet tape including
magnesium as the major component thereof that is Wound
spirally about the electric cable so as to cover the outer cir
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cumference the electric cable should be included Within the
scope of the present invention. Here, the embodiments for
Winding the metal sheet tape on the outer circumference of the
electric cable may include (1) the embodiment in Which the
metal sheet tape is Wound directly on the outer surface of the
cover ?lm of the electric line, (2) the embodiment in Which
the metal sheet tape is Wound on the outer circumference of
the bundle of a plurality of electric lines, (3) the embodiment
in Which the metal sheet tape is Wound on the outer circum
ference surface of a sheath of an already-exist electric cable,
(4) and/or the embodiment in Which the metal sheet tape is
Wound on the outer circumference of the bundle of a plurality

of already-exist electric cables.
[0032] In the above described descriptions, the present
invention has been explained using the RCA cable for sim
plifying the description. The application range of the present
magnesium shield structure should not limited to electric

cables and/or lines for particular applications and/ or speci?
cations and hence, the present magnesium shield structure
may be applied to various cables and/or lines being poten
tially connected betWeen any electronic apparatus as Well as
connection cables for apparatuses relating to a computer and/
or for an AV relating apparatus.
[0033] Such connection cables relating to a computer may

include a single electric line, paired lines, IDE cables, ultra
ATA cables, serial ATA cables, HDMI cables, LAN cables,
monitor cables, USB cables, IEEE cables, SCSI cables,
printer cables, or main poWer supply cables for computer
related apparatuses. More particularly, it is expected bene?
cial to apply the present magnesium shield structure to SCSI,
ultra ATA cables, and/or serial ATA cables for high rate data
transmission.
[0034] In addition, such connection cables for an AV

related apparatus may include general purpose AV cable (au
dio cables and/or video cables), cables for electric instru
ments such as, for example, speaker cables, microphone

Such interference by the metal material for the shield layer
results in mixing of complex resonant vibration on the acous

tic signals and then, the mixed noises being not recorded in
the sound source may transferred to the ampli?er so that

incongruity about the sense of hearing may be generated on

the ?nal outputs (sound timbre).
[0037]

In relation to the above defect, the present magne

sium shield structure includes magnesium as the major com

ponent thereof and the unique vibration of magnesium may
interfere to the acoustic signals as Well. NoW it is knoWn that
the in?uence of the complex resonance vibration on the

acoustic signals is quite similar to the in?uence of complex
resonance to the acoustic signals by Wood. Then, the incon
gruity in the sense of hearing may be suppressed on the ?nal
outputs (sound timbre) as loW as possible. That is to say,
because the acoustic components of the recorded original
sounds in a music CD generally include the complex reso
nance component originated from the Wood beforehand;
instruments and/or a recording studio may include Wood
materials to some extent. It is supposed that such magnesium
having the sound timbre similar to that of Wood shoWs good

matching to the sound signals. As the results, the magnesium
shield structure of the present invention could provide the
signi?cant advantages in that the sound signal can not be
disordered but also the feel of the original sounds can not be

changed.
[0038] With respect to the application for the AV cable, the
direction of the magnesium metal tape Winding is preferred as
shoWn in FIG. 2 such that the spiral in a counter clock Wise
(turning to left) When vieWed from the IN end to the OUT end.
The reason of the above feature is not clear; hoWever, the
inventors have found the fact that outlines of the sounds
becomes clearer in the embodiment having the counter clock
Wise Wound spiral When compared to the outlines of the
sounds in the clock Wise Wound spiral embodiment. In addi
tion, the inventors have found the fact that the sense of hearing

and/ or main poWer supply cables for AV related apparatuses.

is signi?cantly improved When the magnesium content per
centages in the magnesium metal tape not less than 97% is

In other applications, the present magnesium shield structure

used.

cables, D terminal cables, HDMI cables, guitar cables, etc.,
may be applied to connection cables for various electronic

[0039]

apparatuses, main poWer supply cables, antennae, telephone

described using the particular embodiment; hoWever, the

cables, and the like.
[0035] Furthermore, the present magnesium shield struc
ture may be applied to inner Wirings of the electronic appa

present invention must not be limited to the above described

ratuses as Well as external connection cables betWeen the

electronic apparatuses. For instance, about inner Wirings of a
personal computer, such inner Wirings may include poWer

embodiments and other embodiments thought by a person
skilled in the art and providing the Work and advantage of the
present invention are included in the scope of the present
invention.

supply cables for a cooling device such as a CPU fan or a
casing fan, a hard disk drive or a DVD drive and/or various

data cables etc. While the applicable range of the present
magnesium shield structure has been exempli?ed, the present

magnesium shield structure may provide particularly signi?

Heretofore, the present invention has been

EXAMPLE

[0040]

Hereafter, the present invention Will be detailed

more concretely using practical examples; hoWever, the

cant advantages When applied to electric cables being

present invention must not be limited to the examples
described hereafter.

required to communicate delicate analog signals faithfully.
Among such applications, When the present magnesium

Example 1

shield structure is applied to AV apparatus connections, the

folloWing advantages may be expected:
[0036]

When copper (Cu) or aluminum (Al) etc, and other

iExamination of Shield Effect of Magnesium
Shieldi

metals are used as the shield materials for AV cables as

the conventional shield metals themselves are not entirely

[0041] To evaluate the shield effect of the magnesium
shield of the present invention, several experiments Were
conducted. The evaluation examinations described hereunder

neutral to the acoustic signals and hence, the vibrations
unique to the metals inevitably interfere the acoustic signals.

Were conducted by using Absorption Clamp Test speci?ed in
IEC SPECIFICATION (IEC1196-1, IEC61196-1).

conventional arts, it may be possible to cancel the external
noises depending on material properties thereof. HoWever,
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[0042] Commercially available LAN cable (category 6,

[0050] iPreparation of Magnesium Shield Cablei

total length 7 m, available from SANWA SUPPLY INC.,
Type Number KB-T7E-07) Was used as the electric cable.
[0043] An aluminum alloy tape (Width 20 mm, thickness 45

ment Was prepared by using a conventional audio cable.

micro-meters, magnesium content percentage 95-96%, Alu
minum 3%, Zinc 1%, Product Serial Number AZ31B, avail
able from NIPPON KINZOKU CO., LTD.) Was Wound spi
rally to the above LAN cable such that the spiral Was
developed to be counter clock Wise When vieWed from the IN

end. The tape Winding Was performed by evenly overlapping

[0051]

The magnesium shield cable of the present embodi

FIGS. 6(a)-(c) shoWs a preparation steps of the magnesium
shield cable as the time sequence of the production process
and in each of the ?gures, the side vieW and the cross sectional

vieW (along With A-A line) of each processes are depicted.
Hereafter, the formation of the magnesium shield cable Will
be described With referencing FIG. 6.
[0052] As shoWn in FIG. 6(a), ?rst of all, the audio cable

about one half of the tape Width each other With starting from

commercially available Was selected. The audio cable 30 Was

the IN end and ?nishing the OUT end direction so as not to

a popular and commercially available RCA cable (Product
Number K- 1, available from KRYNA PRO CO., Total length
1000 mm) Which Was shielded by the copper blaid 18 and
covered by the sheath 22. In ?rst process of the production,
the magnesium alloy sheet tape 32 (Width 20 mm, Thickness
55 micrometers, magnesium content percentage 95-96%, alu
minum 3%, Zinc 1%, Product Number AZ31B, NIPPON

remain openings betWeen lateral edges of the tape. As com
parative samples, the LAN cables Were Wound With an alu

minum sheet tape (Comparative sample 1) and a copper sheet

tape (Comparative sample 2) instead of the magnesium sheet
tape While keeping other processes for forming the objective
sample to be same.

[0044] FIG. 5(a)-(c) each shoWs the results for the LAN
cable Wound With the aluminum sheet (in FIG. 5, referred to

“AliS”; Comparative sample 1), the LAN cable Wound With
the copper sheet (in FIG. 5, referred to “CuiS”: Compara
tive sample 2), and the LAN cable Wound With the magne
sium alloy sheet tape (in FIG. 5, referred to “MgiS”: Obj ec
tive example), respectively. In FIG. 5 (d), the results of the
measurement for a raW LAN cable Without the shield are

KINZOKU CO., LTD.) Was Wound on the sheath 22 of the
audio cable 30 from the IN end as the start point to the OUT
end and the tape Was evenly overlapped about one half of the
tape Width in the CCW direction vieWed from the IN end.

Here, using the similar process, another magnesium shield
Was prepared Without Winding the magnesium alloy sheet
tape 32 in the CW direction vieWed from the IN end.
[0053] FIG. 6(b) shoWs the process stage in Which the mag

shoWn as the reference data (in FIG. 5, referred to “Normal”).
[0045] In each graph, the abscissa represents a radiation
poWer amount (dB micro-V) and the ordinate represents a

nesium alloy sheet tape 32 has completely Wound to the
Audio cable. As shoWn in FIG. 6(b), the start edge of the

frequency (MHZ). Also in the loWer region of the graphs, a

plug 13 of the IN end to avoid the electric short circuit and the
end edge thereof Was electrically connected to the cold ter

sensitivity level of the measurement system is shoWn as the
reference data among the measurements. In the upper region
of the graphs, four measured curves are provided and the
curves indicate the results of the measurement for each of 4

cable pairs included in the used LAN cable (each of the cable

magnesium alloy sheet tape 32 Was insulated from the pin
minal (—) of the pin plug 12 at the OUT side. In the present
example, as shoWn in FIG. 7, the electrical connection
betWeen the magnesium alloy sheet tape 32 and the cold
terminal (—) Was achieved by the metal bolt 34 passed through

pair has different impedance).

the body 12b, Which Was screWed into a screW hole opened to

[0046]

Were almost in the same level. On the other hand, as shoWn in

the body 12b at the pin plug 12 (OUT end). Because magne
sium has a high melting point and it is suspected to burn When
exposed to high temperature, the omission of the soldering

FIG. 5 (c), the result “MgiS” indicates the signi?cantly loW

process Was preferred.

radiation poWer amount When compared to those of “AliS”
and “CuiS”. In FIG. 5 (a)-(c), tested results are shoWn in

tube 36

As shoWn in FIGS. 5 (a) and (b) that correspond to

the results “AliS” and “CuiS”, the radiation poWer amount

multiple curves corresponding to line pairs contained inside
the LAN cable. This result suggests the present sample
“MgiS” has the loW noise supply performance according to
the scheme of Absorption Clamp Test; this suggests in turn
high shield performance of the present “MgiS” shield struc
ture to the incoming noises from the outside to the inside of

the shield cable. In addition, the sample “MgiS” shoWs
excellent evenness of the shield performances for line pairs
inside the LAN cable When compared to the comparative
samples “AliS” and “CuiS”.
[0047] From the results described above, it Was observed
that the magnesium shield of the present invention has a

[0054]

At last, as shoWn in FIG. 6(c), the heat shrinkable

[0055] (Product Number 9.5-12 mm, available from Sumi
tomo Electric Industries, Ltd., Total length 1000 mm) Was
applied to the outermost circumference of the shield structure
in order to protect the magnesium alloy sheet tape 32 as the
?nished sample. The magnesium shield cable With the mag
nesium alloy sheet tape With the CW spiral Was prepared in
the similar process except for the Winding direction. The
magnesium shield cable With the CCW Winding Was marked
to SAMPLE 1 and the magnesium shield cable With the CCW
Winding Was marked to SAMPLE 2.

Example 3

signi?cantly higher shield effect than the conventional

[0056]
[0057]

shields.

Example 2
[0048]

iExamination of Effect on Sounds by Magnesium

Shieldi
[0049] A sense of hearing test Was conducted by connect

ing audio apparatuses With the cables implemented With the
magnesium shield structure of the present invention.

iSense of Hearing Testi
The above SAMPLE 1, SAMPLE 2, and the popular

audio cable 30 (comparative example) Were subjected to a
sense of hearing test. Particularly, common CD sound sources
Were played in a same stereo apparatus comprising a CD

player apparatus and an ampli?er connected by the above
described cable. The sound timbre Was examined by trial
hearing of a volunteer selected from audio apparatus devel

opment engineers.
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7. The shield cable of claim 6, Wherein the magnesium
metal sheet is made from pure magnesium.
8. The shield cable of claim 5, Wherein the metal sheet is

[0058] As the trial hearing test, SAMPLE 1 obtained excel
lent evaluation results in all aspects of sound granularity, S/N
ratio and topological feeling of instrument locations as Well
as results of improvement of the sound quality turning lighter
When compared to the corresponding aspects of the compara
tive example. SAMPLE 2 (CCW) further obtained additional
excellent results in faithful reproduction of sound in the

Wound spirally in a counter clock Wise direction When vieWed
from the IN end toWard the OUT end.
9. The shield cable of claim 5, Wherein the metal sheet is
insulated from a terminal at the IN end and is electrically

aspects of highness and depth of the sounds When compared

connected to a cold terminal at the OUT end.

With SAMPLE 1 With maintaining the excellent aspects
obtained for SAMPLE 1 (CW) so that the playing stage may
be more easily imaged from the play-backed sounds.
[0059] By the test results, When the magnesium shield
structure of the present invention is applied to the AV cable, it
is con?rmed that the in?uence of the external noises invading
the cable may be reduced to the limit for realizing the faithful

10. The shield cable of claim 5, the shield layer is formed
by one continuous metal sheet in a tape-shape.

11. A shield cable for connecting AV apparatuses compris
ing a shield layer and an electric cable, the shield layer cov
ering the electric cable characterized in that the shield cable

comprises:
an electric cable transferring electric signals therein; and
a tape- shaped magnesium sheet being Wound and extended

reproduction of the original sounds.

spirally about the electric cable from an IN end to an
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OUT end of the cable, the magnesium sheet having a
magnesium content percentage not less than 95% and
being shaped to one continuous tape extending from the
IN end to the OUT end, the magnesium metal sheet
being insulated from a terminal at the IN end While being

[0060] 10imagnesium shield cable, 12ipin plug,
13ipin plug, 14isignal line, 16isignal line,
18icopper blaid, 20imagnesium shield layer,
22isheath, 30iconventional shield cable, 32imag
nesium alloy tape, 34imetal bolt, 36iheat shrinkable

electrically connected to a cold terminal at the OUT end.

tube

12. A shield cable for connecting AV apparatuses compris
CITATION LIST

ing a shield layer characterized in that the shield cable com

prises:
an RCA cable for transferring analog signals; and
a shield layer covering the RCA cable and comprising a

Patent Literature

[0061]

PTL 1: Japanese Patent (Laid-Open) No. 2004

tape-shaped magnesium sheet being Wound and

63418
1. A shield structure for an electric cable characterized in

extended spirally about the cable from an IN end to an

OUT end of the cable, the magnesium sheet having a
magnesium content percentage not less than 95% and
being shaped to one continuous tape extending from the
IN end to the OUT end, the magnesium metal sheet
being insulated from a pin plug at the IN end While being

that the shield structure comprises:
an electric cable transferring electric signals; and
a tape-shaped metal sheet including magnesium as a major
component, Wherein the tape-shaped metal sheet is
Wound spirally on an outer circumference of the electric

cable.
2. The shield structure of claim 1, Wherein the metal sheet
includes magnesium being not less than 95% in the magne
sium content percentage.
3. The shield structure of claim 2, Wherein the magnesium
metal sheet is made from pure magnesium.
4. A shield cable comprising the shield structure of claim 1.
5. An shield cable for connecting AV apparatuses, the
shield cable comprising a shield layer and an electric cable
and the shield layer covering an electric cable characterized in

electrically connected to a cold terminal at the OUT end

through a metal bolt being screWed and passing through
a hole ofa body of the pin plug at the OUT end.
13. The shield cable of claim 12, Wherein an outer circum

ference of the shield layer is covered by a heat shrinkable
tube.
14.A method for shielding an electric cable by shielding an
electric cable by a shield layer characterized in that:

the shield layer is formed by a tape-shaped metal sheet
including magnesium as a major component and the
metal sheet is Wound spirally on an outer circumference

that the shield layer comprises:

of the electric cable.
15. A shield cable comprising the shield structure of claim

a tape-shaped metal sheet includes magnesium as a major

component thereof and being Wound and extending spi
rally about the electric cable to form the shield layer

2.

from an IN end to an OUT end of the electric cable.

6. The shield cable of claim 5, Wherein the metal sheet
Wherein the metal sheet includes magnesium being not less
than 95% in the magnesium content percentage.

16. A shield cable comprising the shield structure of claim
3.

